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� Magnitude of differential diffusion effects is increased by pressure.

� Magnitude of such effects is decreased with increasing temperature.

� These trends are controlled by variations in Zel'dovich number.

� Differential diffusion effects are of importance under engine conditions.
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A ratio of turbulent burning velocity to laminar flame speed is well known to be abnormally

high in lean hydrogen-air mixtures, with this phenomenon being commonly attributed to

differential diffusion effects. Magnitude of such effects is known to be increased by pres-

sure, but a few recent studies have indicated that the effects are mitigated when reactants

are preheated. It is not yet known, however, which of these two counteracting trends is of

more importance under elevated pressures and temperatures associated with combustion

in engines. Accordingly, it is not yet clear whether or not models of differential diffusion

effects are required for research and development of future ultra-clean and highly efficient

engines that burn hydrogen (the emphasized effects are typically ignored in engineering

computations). To clarify the issue, numerical simulations of lean complex-chemistry

hydrogen-air strained laminar flames are performed by varying strain rate, pressure

1 � P � 50 bar, temperature 300 � Tu � 900 K, and equivalence ratio (F ¼ 0:4, 0.55, and 0.7).

This simple problem is selected because maximal consumption speeds reached in critically

strained (close to extinction) lean hydrogen-air laminar flames are considered to charac-

terize the influence of differential diffusion on turbulent burning rates within the frame-

work of Zel'dovich's leading point concept, which was well supported in recent studies.

Computed results show that, even at Tu ¼ 900 K, the aforementioned consumption speeds

are significantly larger than the unperturbed laminar flame speeds if the mixture is suffi-

ciently lean (the equivalence ratio F ¼ 0:55 or lower) and pressure is sufficiently high

(P � 30 bar). Therefore, differential diffusion effects are expected to be of importance when

burning so lean hydrogen-air mixtures in engines and should be properly modeled.

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Ltd on behalf of Hydrogen Energy Publications

LLC. This is an open access article under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/

licenses/by/4.0/).
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1. Introduction

Over the past decade, interest in hydrogen combustion has

rapidly been growing [1e20], because the threat of global

warming calls urgently for sustainable transition from con-

sumption of energy bound in fossil fuels to efficient utilization

of renewable, carbon-free energy sources. Accordingly,

hydrogen is widely recognized to be a promising alternative

energy carrier capable for replacing fossil fuels in various

engines [21e29]. Expansion of hydrogen in energy production

and transportation sectors could substantially be accelerated

by advancing various tools for R&D of future highly efficient

and ultra-clean technologies for burning H2. Such tools

include, in particular, Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD)

software. Yet, to be a valuable R&D tool, a CFD package should

be not only user-friendly and numerically efficient, but also

predictive or, in other words, should involve high fidelity,

physics-based models of the most important relevant phe-

nomena. From the latter perspective, however, the utility of

CFD tools for research into turbulent burning of hydrogen is

strongly limited by inability of a typical model of flame-

turbulence interaction, implemented into a modern CFD

software, to predict abnormally high ratios of turbulent

burning velocity UT and laminar flame speed SL.

As reviewed elsewhere [30e32], this phenomenon is well

documented by numerous research groups in various exper-

iments with lean H2-containing mixtures, see also Refs.

[33e46], and in recent Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS)

studies of lean hydrogen-air turbulent flames [47e52]. For

instance, experimental data by Karpov and Severin [34]

showed UT=SL ¼ 1:44 and 8.3 in rich (the equivalence ratio F ¼
5:0) and lean (F ¼ 0:18) hydrogen-airmixtures under the same

turbulence conditions, i.e., the normalized turbulent burning

velocities differed by a factor of about six. Recently, Yang et al.

[42] reported normalized turbulent flame speed ST= SL as large

as 130 000 in a very lean H2/O2/CO2 mixture, see Fig. 4 in the

cited paper, whereas ST=SL obtained from a rich H2/O2/CO2

mixture in those experiments was slightly above unity.

The phenomenon is widely accepted to result from high

molecular diffusivity of H2 or, more specifically, from local

variations in temperature, mixture composition, and reaction

rates due to imbalance of molecular fluxes of fuel and heat to

and from, respectively, reaction zones stretched by turbulent

eddies [30e32]. For instance, recent DNS data [49] show that

suppression of such differential diffusion effects by setting

molecular diffusivities of all species equal to molecular heat

diffusivity of the mixture results in decreasing UT= SL by a

factor of about five in a lean (F ¼ 0:35) hydrogen-air mixture.

While this governing physical mechanism (differential diffu-

sion) yielding the abnormally high ratios of UT=SL is known, it

is not yet properly addressed by the vast majority of premixed

turbulent combustion models and, in particular, by models

implemented into state-of-the-art CFD software. This limita-

tion significantly reduces the utility of CFD tools for R&D of

engines that burn hydrogen.

Nevertheless, as far as hydrogen-fueled engines are con-

cerned, importance of the discussed differential diffusion ef-

fects could be put into question, because combustion in an

engine occurs under elevated pressures and temperatures. On
Please cite this article as: Mousavi SM, Lipatnikov AN, Are differenti
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the one hand, results of experimental [40,46] and three-

dimensional DNS [51,53] studies show that an increase in UT=

SL due to differential diffusion effects is enhanced by pressure

if 1 � P � 10 atm. Recent two-dimensional DNSs [53] per-

formed at P ¼ 20 atm and three-dimensional DNSs [52] per-

formed at 1 � P � 40 bar support this trend also. Moreover,

two-dimensional simulations [53,54] of lean hydrogen-air

laminar flames, which are unstable due to differential diffu-

sion effects [55e57], also indicate that such effects are more

pronounced at higher pressures. Thus, an increase in P was

shown [40,46,51e54] to be beneficial for differential diffusion

effects both in laminar and turbulent flames. However, pres-

sures explored in the cited papers, with the exception of

Ref. [52], are significantly less than a typical pressure in, e.g., a

piston engine.

On the other hand, an increase in unburned gas tempera-

ture Tu appears to act in the opposite direction. Indeed, first,

results of two-dimensional simulations of lean hydrogen-air

laminar flames [54] show that their thermo-diffusion insta-

bility is mitigated when preheating the mixture. Second, DNS

data [53] obtained from lean (F ¼ 0:3) H2-air turbulent flames

indicate that differential diffusion effects are not pronounced

at Tu ¼ 750 K and P ¼ 1 atm. Thus, an increase in Tu could

reduce differential diffusion effects both in laminar and tur-

bulent lean hydrogen-air flames, see Ref. [52] also.

This recently found trend [52e54] raises a question of

whether or not differential diffusion effects play an important

role in lean hydrogen-air flames under elevated temperatures

and pressures associatedwith combustion in engines. In other

words, whether or not reduction of differential-diffusion-

effect magnitude due to an increase in Tu overwhelm an in-

crease in the effect magnitude by P under engine conditions.

The present work aims at numerically exploring this issue.

The adoptedmethod and simulation setup are discussed in

the next section. Numerical results are presented and

analyzed in the third section followed by conclusions.

2. Methodology

2.1. Problem statement

Since a target-directed study of differential diffusion effects in

lean complex-chemistry hydrogen-air three-dimensional

turbulent flames in a wide range of elevated pressures and

elevated temperatures does not seem to be feasible, an indi-

rect method is adopted in this work based on the following

two reasons.

First, the present authors are aware on only two numerical

studies [58,59], where high ratios of UT=SL measured in lean

turbulent flames fueledwith H2were quantitatively predicted,

with both studies being based on a leading point concept. As

reviewed elsewhere [30e32], this concept was developed by

Zel'dovich and other experts from the Russian school. The

concept is based on a hypothesis that propagation of a pre-

mixed turbulent flame is controlled by its elements that

advance furthest into unburned gas (so-called leading points).

Besides this simple hypothesis, the concept is also based on

the mathematical theory of convection-diffusion-reaction

(CDR) equations. Such equations are widely used in various
al diffusion effects of importance when burning hydrogen under
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fields of modern science [60,61], while mathematical analysis

of this class of partial differential equations was pioneered by

studying biological problems [62e65]. In particular, the semi-

nal KPP theorem proved rigorously by Kolmogorov, Petrovsky,

and Piskounov [63] for a wide subclass of CDR equations

highlights the crucial role played by the leading edge of a

travelling wave in its propagation. In the combustion litera-

ture, the KPP theory was adapted for modeling turbulent

premixed flames [66e74]. Moreover, the theory yields math-

ematical foundations for the leading point concept, whichwas

further supported in recent experimental [39,40,75], theoret-

ical [76e79], and DNS [49,52,80e84] studies.

Second, within the framework of this concept, turbulent

burning velocity is hypothesized to be controlled by local

characteristics of critically perturbed, inherently laminar re-

action zones localized to the leading edge of a turbulent flame

brush [30e32]. In a turbulent flow, reaction zones are per-

turbed due to their curvature and due to strain rates created

by turbulent eddies, with both highly curved [31,58] and highly

strained [30,85] laminar flames being proposed to be used as

simplemodels of the local structure of leading reaction zones.

Recently, the latter hypothesis was quantitatively supported

in Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes [59] and direct numerical

[83,86] simulations of turbulent combustion. In particular, an

analysis [86] of DNS data obtained from seven different

complex-chemistry hydrogen-air flames, characterized by

different equivalence ratios, different r.m.s. turbulent veloc-

ities u0, and different integral length scales L, has shown that

the peak (over the entire computational domain) local fuel

consumption rates (i) are almost always (at various instants)

detected in the vicinity of the flame-brush leading edges and

(ii) are close to fuel consumption rates obtained from the

counterpart critically strained laminar flames. Henceforth,

term “strained laminar flames” refers to twin, planar, one-

dimensional laminar premixed flames stabilized in reactant

counterflows, see Fig. 1b in the next section. Note that, in the

studied lean hydrogen-air mixtures, these two fuel con-

sumption rates are significantly (by a factor of 16 [86]) higher

than the fuel consumption rate in the counterpart unper-

turbed (planar, one-dimensional, and fully developed)

laminar premixed flame. These recent findings highlight the

aforementioned critically strained laminar premixed flame as
Fig. 1 e Sketches of (a) unperturbed laminar flame and (b) tw
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an appropriate simple model of the local structure of leading

reaction zones in turbulent flows. Utility of local burning rates

obtained from such laminar flames for predicting turbulent

burning velocities was also demonstrated by analyzing

experimental data [39,40,75] obtained from leanH2-containing

mixtures.

Jointly with the leading point concept, these recent find-

ings imply that turbulent flame propagation is controlled by

highly strained, inherently laminar leading reaction zones

whose local characteristics are affected by eventual imbal-

ance of molecular fluxes of fuel and heat to and from,

respectively, these zones. Specifically, in a lean hydrogen-air

mixture, molecular flux of H2 into highly strained reaction

zones overwhelms heat losses from them, with the local

temperature and burning rate being significantly increased

when compared to the unperturbed laminar flame.Within the

framework of the outlined physical scenario [30], abnormally

high ratios of UT=SL, well documented in such mixtures

[31,32,42], can be computed (in the first approximation) by

substituting fuel consumption rates obtained from unper-

turbed laminar flames with fuel consumption rates obtained

from the counterpart critically strained laminar flames [59]. In

other words, while a number of physical scenarios of local

flame-turbulence interactions can be realized within a pre-

mixed turbulent flame brush, solely highly strained, thin,

inherently laminar reaction zones localized to the leading

edge of the flame brush are in the focus of the leading point

concept. Accordingly, the influence of differential diffusion

phenomena on turbulent burning velocity can be explored by

computing local burning rate in highly strained laminar pre-

mixed flames. The present authors are not aware on another

approach whose capabilities for predicting a strong increase

in UT=SL due to differential diffusion effects in lean H2-air

mixtures are documented. Based on all these reasoning, a

specific goal of the present study consists in exploring the

influence of elevated temperatures and pressures on the

highlighted burning rate obtained numerically from strained

complex-chemistry laminar premixed flames.

Finally, the following issue should be borne in mind. Such

simulations require detailed chemical mechanisms of

hydrogen burning, but capabilities of available mechanisms

for predicting laminar flame speeds under elevated pressures
in strained flames stabilized in reactant counterflows.
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and temperatures have not yet been validated, because mea-

surements of SL in lean H2/air mixtures are extremely difficult

under such conditions. From this perspective, results reported

in the following may be put into question. Nevertheless, the

present authors are not aware on a better tool for evaluating

speeds of lean H2/air laminar flames under elevated pressures

and temperatures, with complex-chemistry simulations being

widely used for this purpose by the engine and combustion

communities. Therefore, research method adopted in this

work is consistent with the state of the art. Besides, to address

concern regarding predictive capabilities of selected chemical

mechanisms, three different state-of-the-art mechanisms

were used, as discussed in the next subsection.

2.2. Numerical simulations of unperturbed and strained
laminar flames

Numerical results reported in the next section were obtained

by simulating unperturbed, see Fig. 1a, or strained, see Fig. 1b,

lean hydrogen-air laminar flames. Both flames are adiabatic

and are described by the ideal gas state equation and sta-

tionary, one-dimensional standard transport equations for

mass, momentum, species concentrations, and energy. In the

former case, the reactant flow is uniform and one-

dimensional. In the latter case, the reactant flow is non-

uniform and two-dimensional, i.e., u ¼ fuðxÞ; vðrÞg with

du=dx<0, but the problem is still described with one-

dimensional transport equations [87], because all mixture

characteristics are independent of r near the symmetry axis,

with the radial pressure gradient vp=vrfr. Molecular mass

transfer and molecular heat transfer are described by multi-

component transport model, which yields different diffusiv-

ities for different pressures. Soret effect is also considered.

Combustion chemistry ismodeled using three state-of-the-art

detailed chemical mechanisms [88e90], which gave the same

answer to the question posed in the paper title. For brevity,

only results obtained using the mechanism by Burke et al. [88]

are reported in the following, with the exception of Fig. 6,

where results computed adopting all the three mechanisms

[88e90] are compared. Three equivalence ratios, i.e., F ¼ 0:4,

0.55, and 0.7, are addressed in the present work. Unburned gas
Fig. 2 e Evaluation of (a) displacement speed Sd and (b) strain rate

its axial derivative du=dx, respectively, on the axial distance x co

Results obtained from a weakly strained flame and a critically

respectively, with Ug designating the inlet axial velocity. Displa

normalized using its maximal positive value, which is equal to

Please cite this article as: Mousavi SM, Lipatnikov AN, Are differenti
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temperatures and pressures are varied in the following

ranges: 300 K� Tu � 900 K and 1 atm� P � 50 bar, respectively.

So high unburned gas temperature was used to study condi-

tions that are least favorable for differential diffusion effects.

All simulations were run using the open-source software

toolkit Cantera [91]. In the considered cases, governing partial

differential equations degenerate to a set of non-linear ordi-

nary differential equations, whichwere iteratively solved. The

numerical grid was automatically refined when a normalized

slope or curvature of computed variables exceeded 0.01 at any

point. In the case of twin strained flames, see Fig. 1b, only one

of them was simulated and symmetry conditions were set at

the symmetry boundary. The computational domain width

was typically equal to 10mm but was reduced to 1mm at high

temperatures or pressures to achieve better numerical

stability.

The major task of the present simulations consists in

evaluating displacement, Sd, and consumption, Sc, speeds in

strained laminar flames using the module “Counter-

flowTwinPremixedFlame” in Cantera [91]. Following common

practice, Sd is equal to the minimum axial flow velocity uðxÞ
upstream of the flame, see Fig. 2a. The consumption speed is

evaluated as follows:

Sc ¼ 1
ruðTb � TuÞ

Z0

�∞

_q
cp

dx; (1)

Here, _q designates heat release rate; cp is heat capacity of the

mixture at constant pressure; subscripts u and b refer to un-

burned reactants and adiabatic equilibrium combustion

products, respectively. The strain rate k is associated with the

most negative value of the velocity gradient du=dx, i.e., k ¼
jminfdu =dxgj, which is also reached upstream of the reaction

zone, see Fig. 2b. The increasing branches of curves plotted in

Fig. 2 result from thermal expansion in the flame. For each set

fF; P;Tug of conditions, dependencies of ScðkÞ and SdðkÞ were

computed by gradually increasing the inlet flow velocity Ug

until the flame was quenched.

Moreover, simulations of unperturbed laminar flames

were performed using the “FreeFlame”module in Cantera [91].

Those simulations aimed at evaluating flame characteristics
k by processing dependencies of the axial velocity uðxÞ and
unted from the nozzle exit (x ¼ 1 cm at the symmetry axis).

strained flame are plotted in solid and dashed lines,

cement speed is normalized using SL and du= dx is

(a) 2.1 1/ms or (b) 8.2 1/ms. F ¼ 0:4, P ¼ 1 bar, Tu ¼ 300 K.

al diffusion effects of importance when burning hydrogen under
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required to explain dependencies of Scðk;F;P;TuÞ and

Sdðk;F;P;TuÞ obtained from the strained flames. Computed for

these purposes are (i) unperturbed laminar flame speeds

SLðF;P;TuÞ ¼ ScðF; P;TuÞwith respect to reactants; (ii) adiabatic

combustion temperatures TbðF;P;TuÞ; (iii) dependencies of fuel
consumption rate _uFðcF;F;P;TuÞ and heat release rate _qðcT;F;P;
TuÞ on fuel-based and temperature-based combustion prog-

ress variables, cF ¼ 1� XH2=XH2 ;u and cT ¼ ðT � TuÞ =ðTb � TuÞ,
respectively; (iv) activation temperatures TaðF; P; TuÞ; and (v)

Zel'dovich numbers ZeðF; P; TuÞ≡TaðTb � TuÞ =T2
b. Here, XH2

designates mole fraction of H2 and the activation tempera-

tures are evaluated following a widely used method proposed

by Law and Sung [92].

Specifically, (i) dependencies of the mass burning rates f ¼
ruSL on Tb are obtained for a set of flames, where N2 is partially

substitutedwith Ar (up to 20 %moles of N2); and the activation

temperature is calculated as follows

Ta ¼2T2
b

d
h
ln
�
f
.
f ref

�i
dTb

; (2)

where superscript ref is used for reference conditions. Equa-

tion (2) reads

Ta ¼ � 2
d
h
ln
�
f
.
f ref

�i
dð1=TbÞ ; (3)

thus, demonstrating that the activation temperature is

equal to the slope of a curve, which shows dependence of

2 lnðf =f ref Þ on 1=Tb. A typical example of such a linear depen-

dence is plotted in Fig. 3.
3. Results and discussion

Typical computed dependencies of normalized displacement,

Sd=SL, and consumption, Sc=SL, speeds on normalized strain

rate, ctf k, are reported in dashed and solid lines, respectively,

in Fig. 4. Here, the time scale tf ¼ DH2 ;u=S
2
L characterizes un-

perturbed laminar premixed flames; DH2 ;u is molecular diffu-

sivity of hydrogen in unburned reactants; in order for the

abscissa coordinates of the most right edges of the computed
Fig. 3 e A typical dependence of 2 lnðf =fref Þ on the inverse

adiabatic combustion temperature 1000=Tb, computed by

partially substituting N2 with Ar. The slope of the linear fit

(line) to the computed data (symbols) is equal to the

activation temperature. F ¼ 0:4, P ¼ 1 bar, Tu ¼ 300 K.

Please cite this article as: Mousavi SM, Lipatnikov AN, Are differentia
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curves to be comparable under different conditions in each

subfigure, the strain rate is normalized using the factor c

specified in subfigure captions; P* ¼ 1 bar and T*
u ¼ 300 K are

reference pressure and temperature, respectively. The critical

strain rates were found by gradually increasing the inlet flow

velocityUg and, hence, k until the flamewas quenched by a too

high strain rate. Subsequently, the highest value of k that the

flame survived was considered to be the critical strain rate

under each set fF; P;Tug of conditions. Therefore, the critical

strain rates are associated with the most right edges of the

computed curves.

The following trends observed in Fig. 4 are worth

emphasizing. First, Fig. 4a, c, and 4d show that both Sd=SL and

Sc=SL are increased by the flame strain rate in the studied lean

hydrogen-air mixtures (F ¼ 0:55 or 0.40), with the former

ratio being larger. Such trends are well known and are

commonly attributed to differential diffusion effects

[30e32,39,40,43,46,47,59,83,86]. Second, both Sd=SL and Sc=SL
are increased by pressure, see Fig. 4a, in line with earlier

studies [40,46,51,53,54], which have indicated that differen-

tial diffusion effects are more pronounced at higher pres-

sures. Third, critical strain rates are also higher at higher P,

see Fig. 4a and note that c≪1 at P ¼ 25 or 50 bar. On the

contrary, fourth, both Sd=SL and Sc=SL are decreased with

increasing Tu, see Fig. 4b, in line with earlier studies [53,54],

which have indicated that differential diffusion effects are

less pronounced at higher temperatures. In particular, Sd=SL
is close to unity and Sc=SL is less than unity in highly pre-

heated strained flames characterized by F ¼ 0:55 and P ¼ 1

bar, see blue lines with stars in Fig. 4b. Fifth, critical strain

rates are also lower at higher Tu, see Fig. 4b and note that c[

1 at Tu ¼ 600 or 900 K. Nevertheless, sixth, if not only Tu, but

also P are increased, Sd=SL, Sc=SL; and the critical tfk are

higher at elevated pressures and temperatures, see Fig. 4c,

where c ¼ 1. Seventh, a decrease in the equivalence ratio

results in significantly increasing Sd=SL, Sc=SL; and the critical

tf k, cf. axis scales in Fig. 4c and d, which show results

computed at F ¼ 0:55 and 0.4, respectively.

Fig. 4c and d indicate that reduction of differential diffu-

sion effect magnitude due to an increase in Tu does not

overwhelm (under conditions of the present simulations) an

increase in the effect magnitude by P, i.e., the discussed ef-

fects are expected to be of importance even at the highest Tu

and P addressed in the present study. The same trend is

shown in Fig. 5, which reports dependencies of the peak

normalized consumption speed maxfScðtf kÞg=SL or the peak

normalized displacement speed maxfSdðtf kÞg=SL on the un-

burned gas temperature Tu, computed at various pressures

specified in legends and three different equivalence ratios.

More specifically, maxfSdðtf kÞg=SL and maxfScðtf kÞg=SL are

larger than unity in all reported cases with the exception of

maxfScðtf kÞg=SL computed at F ¼ 0:7;P ¼ 10 bar, and Tu ¼ 900

K. Thus, the obtained numerical results imply that reduction

of differential diffusion effects due to an increase in unburned

reactant temperature does not overwhelm enhancement of

such effects by pressure, at least if F � 0:55. Therefore, dif-

ferential diffusion effects are expected to be of importance in

engines that burn sufficiently lean hydrogen-air mixtures.

This is the main message of the present numerical study.
l diffusion effects of importance when burning hydrogen under
ogen Energy, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijhydene.2023.10.050
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Fig. 4 e Dependencies of normalized displacement speed Sd=SL (broken lines with symbols) and normalized consumption

speed Sc=SL (solid lines with symbols) on normalized strain rate ctfk calculated at (a) F ¼ 0:55, Tu ¼ 300 K, and various

pressures specified in legends, with c ¼ P*=P; (b) F ¼ 0:55, P ¼ 1 atm, and various unburned reactant temperatures specified

in legends, with c ¼ ðTu=T*
uÞ2; (c) F ¼ 0:55 and normal (violet lines with pluses) or elevated (blue lines with stars) pressures

and temperatures, with c ¼ 1; and (d) F ¼ 0:4 and normal (violet lines with pluses) or elevated (blue lines with stars)

pressures and temperatures, with c ¼ 1. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is

referred to the Web version of this article.)
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This main message holds also when other state-of-the-art

chemical mechanisms of hydrogen combustion are used. For

instance, Fig. 6 shows that the ratios maxfScðtf kÞg=SL yielded

by three widely recognizedmechanisms [88e90] are increased

by P and are decreased with increasing Tu, but, nevertheless,

are larger than unity in all reported cases. From the quanti-

tative perspective, the ratios maxfScðtf kÞg=SL yielded by

different mechanisms are different, with such differences

being more pronounced at higher pressures. The largest re-

ported difference is observed at Tu ¼ 300 K and P ¼ 50 bar and

is about 30 %, cf. curves plotted in violet and green lines in

Fig. 6b. Such moderate quantitative differences are not sur-

prising, because the lists of species and, accordingly, the lists

of reactions are different for the considered mechanisms. For

instance, the mechanism by Curran et al. [89] involves not

only OH, but also the excited-state hydroxyl radical OH*, with

the latter species being not addressed by the mechanism by

Burke et al. [88]. The mechanism by Konnov [90] involves not

only OH*, but also two other excited species O* and O*
2, as well

as ozoneO3, with these species being not addressed by the two

other mechanisms. Nevertheless, the major reactions in each

mechanism are the same (while reaction rate constants are

different) and, therefore, quantitative differences between

results yielded by these mechanisms are moderate, with
Please cite this article as: Mousavi SM, Lipatnikov AN, Are differenti
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qualitative trends being the same. Comparison of capabilities

of these mechanisms for predicting speeds of unperturbed or

strained laminar flames under elevated pressures and tem-

peratures does not seem to be possible until relevant experi-

mental data are obtained. Accordingly, further discussion of

quantitative differences between results yielded by these

mechanisms is beyond the scope of the present work.

The influence of temperature and pressure on Sc=SL or

Sd=SL, observed in Figs. 4e6, is primarily associated with a

decrease in Zel'dovich number with increasing Tu and an in-

crease in Ze by P. For instance, the Activation Energy Asymp-

totic (AEA) theories [55e57] of single-step-chemistry laminar

premixed flames predict that magnitude of variations in

consumption or displacement speed, caused by differential

diffusion effects in stretched flames, is proportional to Zeð1 �
LeÞ, where Lewis number Le ¼ a=D is equal to a ratio of mo-

lecular heat diffusivity of the mixture to molecular diffusivity

of deficient reactant in this mixture. In lean hydrogen-air

flames, D ¼ DH2 and Le< 1, with Lewis number depending

weakly on pressure and temperature. On the contrary, Zel'-
dovich number is sensitive to both Tu and P. For instance,

Fig. 7b and c shows that, forF ¼ 0:55 and 0.7, respectively, Ze is

decreased with increasing temperature and is increased by

pressure. These trends are in linewith Fig. 5c-f, which indicate

that magnitude of differential diffusion effects is decreased

with increasing Tu and is increased by P. However, for the
al diffusion effects of importance when burning hydrogen under
ogen Energy, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijhydene.2023.10.050
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Fig. 5 e Dependencies of (a), (c), and (e) the peak normalized consumption speed maxfScðtfkÞg=SL or (b), (d), and (f) the peak

normalized displacement speed maxfSdðtfkÞg=SL on the unburned gas temperature Tu, computed at various pressures

specified in legends and (aeb) F ¼ 0:4, (ced) F ¼ 0:55, or (eef) F ¼ 0:7.

Fig. 6 e Dependencies of the peak normalized consumption speed maxfScðtfkÞg=SL on the unburned gas temperature Tu,

computed using chemical mechanisms by Burke et al. [88], Curran et al. [89], and Konnov [90], at (a) P ¼ 10 bar and (b) P ¼ 50

bar. F ¼ 0:4.
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leanest mixture (F ¼ 0:4), such simple correlations do not

hold. On the one hand, Fig. 5a and b indicate thatmagnitude of

differential diffusion effects is decreased with increasing

temperature and is increased by pressure, while the latter
Please cite this article as: Mousavi SM, Lipatnikov AN, Are differentia
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trend is weakly pronounced at 30 � P � 50 bar. On the other

hand, dependencies of Ze on Tu and P reported for F ¼ 0:4 in

Fig. 7a are non-monotonous. For instance, at Tu ¼ 400 K, the

largest Ze has been computed at P ¼ 20 bar, i.e., Ze is increased
l diffusion effects of importance when burning hydrogen under
ogen Energy, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijhydene.2023.10.050
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Fig. 7 e Dependencies of Zel'dovich number Ze on the unburned gas temperature Tu, computed at various pressures

specified in legends. (a) F ¼ 0:4, (b) F ¼ 0:55, (c) F ¼ 0:7.

Fig. 8 e Dependencies of normalized heat release rate on temperature-based combustion progress variable cT ¼
ðT�TuÞ =ðTb �TuÞ obtained from unperturbed laminar premixed flames at various Tu specified in legends and (a) P ¼ 1 bar or

(b) P ¼ 50 bar. F ¼ 0:4. Heat release rates are normalized using their maximal values, which are different in different flames.
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(decreased) with increasing pressure if P<20 bar (P> 20 bar,

respectively). Moreover, ZeðTuÞ either peaks at Tu ¼ 400 K if P ¼
30 bar or varies weakly with Tu at Tu � 600 K if P ¼ 50 bar.

These qualitative differences between results plotted in

Fig. 5aeb and 7a imply that complex chemistry effects play a

role also.

In this regard, it is worth recalling that Eqs. (2) and (3) used

to evaluate Ta and, subsequently, Ze are based on the afore-

mentioned AEA theories of single-step-chemistry laminar

premixed flames. In a more general case of complex chemis-

try, Zel'dovich number characterizes (to the leading order) a

ratio of a thickness of a fuel consumption or heat release zone

to the entire laminar flame thickness. The lower Ze, the wider

(relatively) the fuel consumption or heat release zone. Indeed,

Fig. 8 shows that, at F ¼ 0:4, a relative thickness of heat

release zone, i.e., the zone thickness measured in cT units, is

increased by Tu, cf. different curves in Fig. 8a or 8b, but is

decreased with increasing pressure, cf. Fig. 8a and b. These

complex-chemistry results are in line with Fig. 5a and b,

which report data computed at F ¼ 0:4.
4. Conclusions

Numerical simulations of lean complex-chemistry hydrogen-

air strained laminar flames were performed using three

different state-of-the-art chemical mechanisms of hydrogen
Please cite this article as: Mousavi SM, Lipatnikov AN, Are differenti
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burning in order to gain insight into eventual importance of

differential diffusion effects under elevated pressures and

temperatures associated with combustion in future ultra-

clean engines. Computed results indicate that differential

diffusion effects are more pronounced at higher pressures but

are mitigated by mixture preheating, with both trends being

mainly attributed to variations in Zel'dovich number with

pressure (Ze is increased by P) and unburned gas temperature

(Ze is decreased with increasing Tu). Moreover, even at the

highest studied Tu ¼ 900 K, the extreme consumption speeds

obtained from critically strained laminar flames are signifi-

cantly larger, due to differential diffusion effects, than the

counterpart unperturbed laminar flame speeds if the mixture

is sufficiently lean (the equivalence ratio F ¼ 0:55 or lower)

and pressure is sufficiently high (P � 30 bar). This finding im-

plies that differential diffusion effects can be of substantial

importance when burning lean hydrogen-air mixtures in en-

gines and, therefore, calls for development of high-fidelity,

physics-based models of the influence of such effects on tur-

bulent burning rate.
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Nomenclature
Roman symbols

a molecular heat diffusivity of a mixture

c combustion progress variable

cp heat capacity of a mixture at constant pressure

D molecular mass diffusivity

f ¼ ruSL mass burning rate

L integral length scale of turbulence

Le Lewis number

P pressure

r radial coordinate
_q heat release rate

Sc consumption speed, see Eq. (1)

Sd displacement speed

SL unperturbed laminar flame speed

T temperature

Ta activation temperature

Ug inlet flow velocity

UT turbulent burning velocity

u flow velocity vector

u axial component of flow velocity vector

u0 r.m.s. turbulent velocity

v radial component of flow velocity vector

X mole fraction

x axial coordinate

Ze Zel'dovich number

Greek symbols

F equivalence ratio

k strain rate

r density

tf flame time scale

_uF fuel consumption rate

Subscripts and superscripts

b burned

F fuel

f flame

u unburned

ref reference value

T temperature or turbulent

Abbreviations

AEA activation energy asymptotic

CDR convection-diffusion-reaction

CFD computational fluid dynamics

DNS direct numerical simulation

KPP Kolmogorov-Petrovsky-Piskounov
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